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Prism Modular Collection
A striking departure from typical modular seating,
Prism encourages creativity and collaboration
through unique geometric components. From a
small ottoman to a vast seating composition, the
uses for Prism are as diverse as the people who
use it.

What a Gem
The multi-faceted sides of Prism let you have fun
coming up with the perfect configuration for your
space. Create a wrap-around collaboration zone, a
winding bench waiting area, or simply a cluster of
hexagonal ottomans for a fun and flexible touchdown space.

Show Your Colors
Bring on the personality with coordinating and
contrasting fabric options within Prism. Whether
a space calls for a moody monotone palette or a
playful rainbow of hues, have fun when specifying
different materials throughout each piece.

You’ve Got the Power
Nothing halts productivity like a dead battery.
Keep the momentum going with optional
retractable power units, available in all models
except Honeycomb Ottomans and Tables.

On the Surface
Every seating area needs a place to set that
morning cup of coffee and Prism Tables will
ensure a durable surface is always at the ready.
Seamlessly integrating with the benching system,
incorporate a laminate tabletop into the mix to
keep the ideas (and coffee) flowing.
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The Right Angle
Play with shapes and find the perfect fit with the Prism Modular Collection. An eye-catching and enticing place
to land, these pieces will instantly bring any room to life.

MODELS:

Honeycomb
Ottoman

Honeycomb
Table

Single Bench

Single Bench
Table

Double Bench

Double Bench Table

Double Bench
with Back

Triple Bench
with Back

Ruby Table
Round Side Table with Top

Tombolo
Coffee Table

Breck Table
X-Large Round

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Ziggy Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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